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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Proponent is proposing to initiate an amendment to the Planning and Design Code (the Code 
Amendment) as it relates to land bound by Mill Road, Heaslip Road and Greyhound Road in Waterloo 
Corner (the Affected Area) on Kaurna Country. 

The purpose of this Proposal to initiate is to seek approval of the Minister for Planning (the Minister) to 
initiate the Code Amendment under section 73(2)(b) of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure 
Act 2016 (the Act). 

The Proponent has a number of contracts in place to purchase the Affected Area, subject to the Code 
Amendment. The purchase of part of this land is contingent upon other land within the Affected Area 
being subdivided and rezoned, which will not be sold to the Proponent. Therefore, the Proponent has a 
demonstrated interest in all of the land within the Affected Area. The contracts (commercial in 
confidence) have been supplied to Planning and Land Use Services as separate attachments. An 
ownership map and Certificates of Title are contained in Attachment 1.  

This Proposal to Initiate details the scope, relevant strategic and policy considerations, nature of 
investigations to be carried out and information to be collected for the Code Amendment.  It also details 
the timeframes to be followed in undertaking the Code Amendment, should this Proposal to Initiate be 
approved by the Minister. 

The Proponent acknowledges that the Minister may specify conditions on approving this Proposal to 
Initiate, under section 73(5) of the Act.  In the event of inconsistency between this Proposal to Initiate 
and any conditions specified by the Minister, the conditions will apply. 

1.1 Designated Entity for Undertaking the Code Amendment 

In accordance with section 73(4)(a) of the Act, the Proponent will be the Designated Entity responsible 
for undertaking the Code Amendment process. As a result: 

1.1.1. The Proponent acknowledges that it will be responsible for undertaking the Code 
Amendment in accordance with the requirements under the Act; and 

1.1.2. The Proponent declares that it has not and does not intend to enter into an agreement with 
a third party for the recovery of costs incurred in relation to the Code Amendment under 
section 73(9) of the Act. If the Proponent does enter into such an agreement, the Proponent 
will notify the Department prior to finalising the Engagement Report under section 73(7) of 
the Act. 

1.1.3. The Proponent’s contact person responsible for managing the Code Amendment and 
receiving all official documents relating to this Code Amendment is: 

(a) Name – Belinda Monier (Senior Consultant – Future Urban) 

(b) Email - belinda@futureurban.com.au 

(c) Phone – (08) 8221 5511  

1.1.4. The Proponent intends to undertake the Code Amendment by engaging Future Urban Pty 
Ltd to provide the professional services required to undertake the Code Amendment. 
Michael Osborn (Director) will oversee the Code Amendment and has a planning 
qualification (Graduate Diploma in Urban and Regional Planning – 1992) and significant 
experience (25 years) in the areas of planning policy preparation and land use 
investigations. 

In addition, Michael has experience in engagement and the preparation of engagement 
plans and will ensure engagement accords with the Community Engagement Charter. 
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Michael has prepared numerous engagement plans and undertaken engagement activities 
for both private developers and state government agencies over the last 16 years. Michael 
will be assisted by others within the Future Urban team who have IAP2 accreditation. 

The Proponent acknowledges that the Minister may, under section 73(4)(b) of the Act, determine that 
the Chief Executive of the Department will be the Designated Entity responsible for undertaking the 
Code Amendment. In this case, the Proponent acknowledges and agrees that they will be required to 
pay the reasonable costs of the Chief Executive in undertaking the Code Amendment. 

1.2 Rationale for the Code Amendment 

The Affected Area and surrounding area has been identified as ‘new strategic employment lands’ for a 
number of years, including in the original 2010 version of the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide and 
2017 update. The State Government’s 2013 Playford Growth Area Structure Plan shows the land as 
Industry/Employment with ‘Potential Coordinated Mixed Use Precinct’. The land is within the Greater 
Edinburgh Parks Precinct and major industrial growth corridor and has become an area of high interest 
and demand for future employment purposes. Employment land is particularly necessary in this region 
to support the significant residential growth areas in northern Adelaide. 

Currently, there is a lack of employment land supply in the region, as evident through a search (on 
11/12/23) of vacant land for sale within the Strategic Employment Zones, which revealed just under 14 
hectares of land and additional two upcoming allotment sales via Renewal SA for 4.3 hectares (refer 
Figure 1.2). This demonstrates that while there is a significant amount of land identified for future 
employment, there is very limited land supply that is zoned for employment uses and available on the 
market currently.  

Figure 1.1 shows the Affected Area in context with the residential growth areas in the region, as well as 
key infrastructure such as the North South Corridors and Intermodal Facility. Figure 1.2 shows the 
employment land that is currently or soon to be on the market. It also demonstrates the lack of vacant 
land within these zoned areas.  
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Figure 1.1 Affected Area and Context
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Figure 1.2 Employment Land Supply

In accordance with the strategic vision for the area, the Code Amendment proposes to rezone the 
Affected Area from Rural Horticulture Zone to the Strategic Employment Zone to facilitate warehousing, 
logistics and distribution related land uses. The rezoning is a logical extension of the adjacent Strategic 
Employment land to the east. 

The land is particularly well located for transport logistics, with close connections to the North-South 
Corridor, Port Wakefield Road and Penfield Intermodal Facility. The Edinburgh Defence Precinct is also 
nearby.   

The Affected Area is within the Groundwater Prohibition Area - Edinburgh Stage 1. The purpose of a 
groundwater prohibition area is to protect both current and future landholders from accessing 
contaminated groundwater via a bore on their property. The Groundwater Prohibition Area does not 
have any implications on the rezoning. 

Advice has been obtained from the Department of Defence in relation to the proposed Code 
Amendment (refer Attachment 5). Defence seeks to ensure that subsequent development of the 
Affected Area does not pose a hazard to the long-term viability of RAAF Base Edinburgh with regard 
to building height, potential to create windshear for landing and departing aircraft, and various 
airfield related constraints regarding aircraft noise, extraneous lighting and glare, bird strike 
and protection of navigational aids. These issues are covered in the Building Near Airfields Overlay 
and Defence Aviation Area Overlay and are not an impediment to the Code Amendment. 

The land is subject to flooding and preliminary advice has been obtained in relation to this. A stormwater 
and flooding study has been undertaken by the City of Playford and City of Salisbury which identifies 
the necessary infrastructure required to manage flood risks. The Proponent intends to provide 
stormwater basins within the site and further discussions will continue to occur with the two councils.  
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A working group has been established with Planning and Land Use Services, DIT, SA Water, councils 
and all consultants working on Code Amendments in the region in order to identify and coordinate 
infrastructure requirements.  

The Proponent is willing to cooperate in infrastructure negotiations and are committed to: 

 The equitable sharing of costs to facilitate orderly development outcomes; 

 Delivering infrastructure through Infrastructure Agreements and interim solutions; and 

 Open to the idea of recouping local infrastructure costs through Council Infrastructure 
Agreements and/or Deeds where the infrastructure is not constructed as part of the 
development. 

The Proponent is also investigating the possibility of utilising a private wastewater and water provider, 
Alano. This may expediate access to water and wastewater treatment services and reduce the burden 
on SA Water.  

In further considering the rationale to rezone the land from Rural Horticulture to Strategic Employment, 
there are several key influencing factors, including: 

 the rezoning represents a realisation of the strategic vision for the broader area; 

 there is unprecedented demand and diminishing supply of employment zoned land in the 
region; 

 a commitment to cooperate in infrastructure negotiations which once finalised, will unlock 
the economic potential for the region; 

 Heaslip Road has been identified for future duplication and will further support the 
intended land uses;  

 the current use of the land does not represent its highest and best use and there is 
demand for more intensive employment-type uses; 

 the Affected Area has been subject to numerous strategic plans, studies, structure plans 
and master plans over more than 15 years; and 

 there is a North-South Corridor connection point less than 2km away at Waterloo Corner 
Road and a connection approximately 5km to the north on Heaslip Road. 
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investment commensurate with the rate of 
future population growth.  

(1.3) Plan growth in areas of the state that is 
connected to and integrated with, existing and 
proposed public transport routes, infrastructure, 
services and employment lands. 

State Planning Policy 9 – Employment 
Lands: To provide sufficient land supply for 
employment generating uses that supports 
economic growth and productivity. 

(9.1) Support the expansion and clustering of 
key economic growth areas including health; 
education; tourism; energy and resources; 
primary industry; defence; and knowledge and 
creative industries.  

(9.2) Enable opportunities for employment and 
encourage development of underutilised lands 
connected to, and integrated with, housing, 
infrastructure, transport and essential services. 

(9.4) Adaptable policies that allow commercial 
and industrial-focused employment lands to 
support local economies and evolve in response 
to changing business and community needs.  

(9.5) Promote new, latent and alternative 
employment types and attract new business 
investment by enabling a diverse range of 
flexible land use opportunities.  

(9.6) Protect prime industrial land for 
employment use where it provides connectivity 
to freight networks; enables a critical mass or 
cluster of activity; has the potential for 
expansion; is connected to skilled labour; is well 
serviced; and is not constrained by abutting land 
uses. 

(9.12) Plan for employment and industrial 
precincts in strategic locations that improve 
economic productivity; are protected from 
encroachment; connect to efficient supply 
chains; and are located to provide transport 
access and connectivity. 

The Affected Area is currently underutilised and 
strategic visioning for the area has established 
that the highest and best use of the land is for 
employment purposes.  

The Strategic Employment Zone provides an 
adaptable policy framework to allow commercial 
and employment type uses, flexible to market 
demand.  

The Affected Area is well located with 
infrastructure and transport connections. 
Development of the site is desirable and will 
leverage off recent and planned infrastructure 
investment.  

 

State Planning Policy 11 - Strategic 
Transport Infrastructure: To integrate land use 
policies with existing and future transport 
infrastructure, services and functions to 
preserve and enhance safe, efficient and 
reliable connectivity for people and business. 

Rezoning of the Affected Area will assist in 
maximising use of the North-South Corridor.  
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(11.2) Development that maximises the use of 
current and planned investment in transport 
infrastructure, corridors, nodes and services. 

State Planning Policy 14 - Water Security 
and Quality: To ensure South Australia’s water 
supply is able to support the needs of current 
and future generations.  

(14.5) Development should incorporate water 
sensitive urban design principles that contribute 
to the management of risks to water quality and 
other risks (including flooding) to help protect 
people, property and the environment and 
enhance urban amenity and liveability.  

(14.6) Support development that does not 
adversely impact on water quality. 

Further stormwater investigations will be 
undertaken to identify measures that future 
development must incorporate to minimise risks 
of flooding. The Proponent intends to detain 
stormwater on site through detention basins.  

State Planning Policy 16 - Emissions and 
Hazardous Activities: To protect communities 
and the environment from risks associated with 
emissions, hazardous activities and site 
contamination, whilst industrial development 
remains viable. 

(16.1) Protect communities and the environment 
from risks associated with industrial emissions 
and hazards (including radiation) while ensuring 
that industrial and infrastructure development 
remains strong through:  

a) supporting a compatible land use mix 
through appropriate zoning controls  

b) appropriate separation distances between 
industrial sites that are incompatible with 
sensitive land uses  

c) controlling or minimising emissions at the 
source, or where emissions or impacts are 
unavoidable, at the receiver. 

The Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines 
Overlay applies over a significant proportion of 
the Affected Area. This Overlay applies some 
restrictions on land uses, however, it is not 
expected to impact future development of the 
land. Future land uses will be selected in 
consultation with the relevant referral agency. 

 

 

 

3.3 Alignment with Regional Plans 

As with the SPPs, the directions set out in Regional Plans provide the long-term vision as well as setting 
the spatial patterns for future development in a region. This includes consideration of land use 
integration, transport infrastructure and the public realm. 

The 30 Year Plan is relevant for this Code Amendment. The Code Amendment aligns with a number of 
the priorities and targets in the 30 Year Plan as outlined in Table 3.2 below.   
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the orderly sequencing and management 
of Council and/or Proponent led Code 
Amendments.  

 Take both a long term 30-year 
perspective on development potential and 
forward planning, within a flexible 
framework that can support existing or 
short-term development interest within a 
coordinated and orderly development 
pattern.  

 Produce a framework that appreciates the 
regional context with a level of 
investigation and regional coordination to 
be used to directly inform the upcoming 
State Government’s Regional Planning 
process.  

 Promote and encourage economic 
growth and job creation for the City of 
Salisbury community.  

 Identify infrastructure delivery 
mechanism options that could support an 
intensification of development while 
ensuring fair apportionment of costs 
between the landowners, developers, 
City of Salisbury, Adjacent Council’s and 
State Government.    

The Strategic Growth Framework identifies the 
Affected Area within Planning Area 1 – Future 
Strategic Employment (potential for an eco-
industrial park). The Framework identifies the 
land as Strategic Employment Zone in the North 
Structure Plan.  
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State Members of Parliament To share information about the project, to ascertain interest in the 
Code Amendment, involve in process to ensure any issues are 
understood and assist in sharing information about the project 
with the community.   

Department for Energy and 
Mining, SEAGas 

Determine buffer requirements and land use restrictions in 
proximity to the gas pipeline.  

Utility Providers  Understand current serving arrangements for the Affected Area 
and resolve matters relating to utility provision.   

Kaurna People Identify and resolve matters relating to Aboriginal Affairs 
regarding the Affected Area.   

Department for Environment 
and Water 

Environment Protection 
Authority 

Determine if there are any environmental or contamination issues 
to be considered.  

Adjoining and surrounding 
landowners and occupiers 

Identify the potential impact of the proposed Code Amendment on 
the neighbouring land. 
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5. CODE AMENDMENT PROCESS 

5.1 Engagement Plan 

The Code Amendment process will occur in accordance with the Community Engagement Charter and 
Practice Direction 2 – Consultation on the Preparation or Amendment of a Designated Instrument.  

The Designated Entity will prepare an Engagement Plan prior to the commencement of engagement 
on the proposed Code Amendment. The Engagement Plan will include the following mandatory 
consultation requirements (which may be in addition to the engagement outlined in this Proposal to 
Initiate): 

 the Local Government Association must be notified in writing of the proposed Code 
Amendment; 

 if the Code Amendment has a specific impact on 1 or more particular pieces of land in a 
particular zone on subzone (rather than more generally), the Designated Entity must take 
reasonable steps to give a notice in accordance with Regulation 20 of the Planning, 
Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017, to: 

» the owners or occupiers of the land; and 

» owners or occupiers of each piece of adjacent land; 

 consultation must also occur with any person or body specified by the State Planning 
Commission under section 73(6)(e) of the Act.  

 

5.2 Engagement Report 

Once engagement on the Code Amendment is complete, the Designated Entity will prepare an 
Engagement Report under section 73(7) of the Act.  

The Designated Entity must ensure that a copy of the Engagement Report is furnished on the Minister 
and also published on the SA Planning Portal. This will occur in accordance with Practice Direction 2. 

The Engagement Plan and the Engagement Report will also be considered by the State Planning 
Commission during the final stages of the Code Amendment process. The Commission will provide a 
report to the Environment, Resources and Development Committee of Parliament under section 74(3) 
of the Act. The Commission’s report will provide information about the reason for the Code Amendment, 
the consultation undertaken on the Code Amendment and any other information considered relevant 
by the Commission. 

5.3 Code Amendment Timetable 

The Proponent (where it is also the Designated Entity) commits to undertaking the Code Amendment 
in line with the timeframe outlined below.  If a timeframe is exceeded (or expected to be exceeded) the 
Proponent agrees to provide an amended timetable to the Department with an explanation of the delay, 
for approval by the Minister of an extension of time for the Code Amendment. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 1: CERTIFICATE OF TITLE / OWNERSHIP MAP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5892 Folio 931
Parent Title(s) CT 5426/42

Creating Dealing(s) TG 9506609

Title Issued 10/04/2003 Edition 3 Edition Issued 10/06/2008

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
PETER J. CANALA PTY. LTD. (ACN: 008 093 034)

OF 
99 / 100 SHARE

PETER JOHN CANALA
OF 
1 / 100 SHARE

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 9 DEPOSITED PLAN 16691
IN THE AREA NAMED BOLIVAR
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED Q (TG 9506609)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY BY
UNDERGROUND CABLE (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH FREE AND UNRESTRICTED RIGHT(S) OF WAY OVER THE LAND MARKED A

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

10967112 MORTGAGE TO WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION (SINGLE COPY ONLY)

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes NIL

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5892/931)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:41AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003729

Land Services SA Page 1 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



Product Register Search (CT 5892/931)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:41AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003729

Land Services SA Page 2 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5892 Folio 932
Parent Title(s) CT 5426/43

Creating Dealing(s) TG 9506609

Title Issued 10/04/2003 Edition 4 Edition Issued 14/03/2019

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
PETER J. CANALA PTY. LTD. (ACN: 008 093 034)

OF 
99 / 100 SHARE

ANITA CANALA
OF 
1 / 100 SHARE

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 10 DEPOSITED PLAN 16691
IN THE AREA NAMED WATERLOO CORNER
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED Q (TG 9506609)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY BY
UNDERGROUND CABLE (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH FREE AND UNRESTRICTED RIGHT(S) OF WAY OVER THE LAND MARKED A

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

10967113 MORTGAGE TO WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION (SINGLE COPY ONLY)

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

AREA NAME UPDATED VIDE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE DATED 02/06/2011

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5892/932)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:40AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003708

Land Services SA Page 1 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



Product Register Search (CT 5892/932)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:40AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003708

Land Services SA Page 2 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5892 Folio 933
Parent Title(s) CT 5426/47

Creating Dealing(s) TG 9506609

Title Issued 10/04/2003 Edition 3 Edition Issued 10/06/2008

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
PETER J. CANALA PTY. LTD. (ACN: 008 093 034)

OF 
99 / 100 SHARE

PETER JOHN CANALA
ANITA CANALA

OF 
1 / 100 SHARE AS JOINT TENANTS

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 11 DEPOSITED PLAN 16691
IN THE AREA NAMED BOLIVAR
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED Q (TG 9506609)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY BY
UNDERGROUND CABLE (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH FREE AND UNRESTRICTED RIGHT(S) OF WAY OVER THE LAND MARKED A

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

10967114 MORTGAGE TO WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION (SINGLE COPY ONLY)

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes NIL

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5892/933)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:38AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003686

Land Services SA Page 1 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



Product Register Search (CT 5892/933)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:38AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003686

Land Services SA Page 2 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5990 Folio 711
Parent Title(s) CT 5907/638

Creating Dealing(s) RTC 10550178

Title Issued 26/07/2007 Edition 3 Edition Issued 14/03/2019

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
GIUSEPPE CATANZARITI

OF 

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 642 DEPOSITED PLAN 72473
IN THE AREA NAMED WATERLOO CORNER
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO THE EASEMENT(S) AS PROVIDED FOR BY SECTION 9 OF THE NATURAL GAS AUTHORITY ACT
1967

SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED C TO THE NATURAL GAS AUTHORITY OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA (T 2974049)

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

10550183 MORTGAGE TO WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION (SINGLE COPY ONLY)

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

AREA NAME UPDATED VIDE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE DATED 02/06/2011

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5990/711)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:47AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003837

Land Services SA Page 1 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



Product Register Search (CT 5990/711)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:47AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003837

Land Services SA Page 2 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5990 Folio 712
Parent Title(s) CT 5907/640

Creating Dealing(s) T 10550181

Title Issued 26/07/2007 Edition 3 Edition Issued 14/03/2019

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
PASQUALE CATANZARITI

OF 

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 6 DEPOSITED PLAN 19002
IN THE AREA NAMED WATERLOO CORNER
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED Q (TG 9646861)

Schedule of Dealings
NIL

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

AREA NAME UPDATED VIDE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE DATED 02/06/2011

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5990/712)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:48AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003859

Land Services SA Page 1 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



Product Register Search (CT 5990/712)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:48AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003859

Land Services SA Page 2 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use





Product Register Search (CT 5990/713)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:45AM
Customer Reference
Order ID 20231030003808

Land Services SA Page 2 of 2
Copyright: www landservices com au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5990 Folio 714
Parent Title(s) CT 5907/639

Creating Dealing(s) T 10550182

Title Issued 26/07/2007 Edition 2 Edition Issued 29/01/2008

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
GIUSEPPE CATANZARITI

OF 

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 8 DEPOSITED PLAN 19001
IN THE AREA NAMED BOLIVAR
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED Q (TG 9646861)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED B FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED B FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY BY
UNDERGROUND CABLE (T 6774290)

TOGETHER WITH FREE AND UNRESTRICTED RIGHT(S) OF WAY OVER THE LAND MARKED B

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

10550183 MORTGAGE TO WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION (SINGLE COPY ONLY)

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes NIL

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5990/714)
Date/Time 30/10/2023 11:42AM
Customer Reference
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The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 6123 Folio 582
Parent Title(s) CT 5909/825

Creating Dealing(s) DDA 12018692

Title Issued 11/11/2013 Edition 2 Edition Issued 14/03/2019

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
GUISEPPE CATANZARITI

OF 

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 15 DEPOSITED PLAN 19001
IN THE AREA NAMED WATERLOO CORNER
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED Q (TG 9646902)

SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED B FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES (T 6774290)

SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED B FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY BY
UNDERGROUND CABLE (T 6774290)

SUBJECT TO FREE AND UNRESTRICTED RIGHT(S) OF WAY OVER THE LAND MARKED B

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

6774291 ENCUMBRANCE TO PETER J. CANALA PTY. LTD.

9610428 MORTGAGE TO WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

AREA NAME UPDATED VIDE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE DATED 02/06/2011

Administrative Interests NIL
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The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 6123 Folio 583
Parent Title(s) CT 5990/710

Creating Dealing(s) DDA 12018692

Title Issued 11/11/2013 Edition 2 Edition Issued 14/03/2019

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
PASQUALE CATANZARITI

OF 

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 641 DEPOSITED PLAN 72473
IN THE AREA NAMED WATERLOO CORNER
HUNDRED OF MUNNO PARA

Easements
SUBJECT TO THE EASEMENT(S) AS PROVIDED FOR BY SECTION 9 OF THE NATURAL GAS AUTHORITY ACT
1967

SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED Q (TG 9646883)

SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED C TO THE NATURAL GAS AUTHORITY OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA (T 2974049)

SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES (T 6774290)

SUBJECT TO EASEMENT(S) OVER THE LAND MARKED A FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY BY
UNDERGROUND CABLE (T 6774290)

SUBJECT TO FREE AND UNRESTRICTED RIGHT(S) OF WAY OVER THE LAND MARKED A

TOGETHER WITH FREE AND UNRESTRICTED RIGHT(S) OF WAY OVER THE LAND MARKED B APPURTENANT
ONLY TO THE LAND MARKED Z

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

6774291 ENCUMBRANCE TO PETER J. CANALA PTY. LTD.

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

AREA NAME UPDATED VIDE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE DATED 02/06/2011
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ATTACHMENT 2: LOCATION PLAN AND CURRENT ZONE 

 

 





 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 3: PROPOSED ZONE 

  





 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 4: DRAFT ENGAGEMENT PLAN  
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City of 
Salisbury 

High  High interest in the Code Amendment 
proposal as the land proposed to be 
rezoned adjoins the City of Salisbury 
council area; 

 The Code Amendment may have 
winder implications on Council’s 
infrastructure.  

That we will seek the Council’s feedback 
and innovation in formulating solutions 
and incorporate its advice and 
recommendations into the decisions to 
the maximum extent possible.  

That we will investigate and resolve an 
outcome with respect to the required 
infrastructure with the Council to 
facilitate the desired development 
outcomes of the Code Amendment. 

Involve 

SA Water High  High interest in the Code Amendment; 

 The Code Amendment may have 
wider implications on SA Water 
infrastructure. 

That we will seek the agency’s feedback 
and innovation in formulating solutions 
and incorporate its advice and 
recommendations into the decisions to 
the maximum extent possible.  

That we will investigate and resolve an 
outcome with respect to the required 
infrastructure with SA Water to facilitate 
the desired development outcomes of 
the Code Amendment. 

Involve 

Local 
Government 
Association 

Low  Low level of interest as the Code 
Amendment is specifically relevant to 
the City of Playford and City of 
Salisbury;  

 It is a mandatory requirement to notify 
the Local Government Association in 
writing and to be consulted in 
accordance with the Act. 

That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult 
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State Planning 
Commission 

Medium  Medium level of interest. That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult  

Department for 
Infrastructure 
and Transport 
(DIT) 

High  High level of interest; 

 The Affected Area has a large 
frontage to a state-maintained road.  

That we will seek their feedback and 
innovation in formulating solutions and 
incorporate its advice and 
recommendations into the decisions to 
the maximum extent possible.  

That we will investigate and resolve an 
outcome with respect to the required 
infrastructure and treatments with DIT to 
facilitate the desired development 
outcomes of the Code Amendment. 

Involve  

Utility 
Providers 

Medium  Medium level of interest; 

 The proposed rezoning may generate 
infrastructure demands which require 
assessment. 

That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult 

State and 
Federal 
Members of 
Parliament 

Medium  Medium level of interest; 

 Any rezoning process is likely to 
engender interest within the local 
community. 

That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult 
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Environment 
Protection 
Authority 
(EPA) 

Low  Low level of interest. That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult 

Department for 
Energy and 
Mining (DEM) 

High   High level of interest; 

 Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines 
Overlay applies over part of the 
Affected Area; 

 Referral agency. 

That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult 

SEAGas High  High level of interest; 

 Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines 
Overlay applies over part of the 
Affected Area. 

That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult 

Department for 
Environment 
and Water 
(DEW) 

Medium  Medium level of interest; 

 The Affected Area has various 
environmental Overlays. 

That we will work with them to ensure 
that their concerns and aspirations are 
reflected in the Code Amendment and 
feedback will be provided on how their 
input influenced the decision. 

Consult 

Kaurna People Medium  Interest as the Traditional Owners of 
the Affected Area, and the impacts the 

That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 

Consult 
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change of zone will have on 
surrounding features. 

provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Department for 
Trade 
Investment 
(PLUS and 
Code Control 
Group) 

Medium  Medium level of interest; 

 Consistency with the Planning and 
Design Code and State strategic 
plans.  

That they will be kept informed, listened 
to, their concerns and aspirations 
acknowledged and feedback will be 
provided on how their input influenced 
the decision. 

Consult 

General Public Low  To keep informed in the overall 
process of the Code Amendment and 
Zone change; 

 To provide feedback on the Code 
Amendment. 

That they will be provided with balanced 
and objective information to assist them 
in understanding the problem. 
alternatives, opportunities and/or 
solutions. 

Inform/Consult 
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APPENDIX 3: MEASURING SUCCESS 
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City of Playford Post Visit  
 
Call — 08 8256 0333 
playford@playford.sa.gov.au 
playford.sa.gov.au 

 
12 Bishopstone Road 
Davoren Park SA 5113 

 
Playford Civic Centre 
10 Playford Boulevard 
Elizabeth SA 5112 

 
Stretton Centre 
307 Peachey Road 
Munno Para SA 5115 
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17th November 2023 

Ms Nadia Gencarelli 

Code Amendment Team 

Growth Management 

Planning and Land Use Services 

Department of Trade and Investment 

Via Email:   

Dear Ms Gencarelli, 

Proposal to Initiate a Code Amendment | Mill Road, Waterloo Corner Code Amendment 

I write to provide preliminary comment in accordance with Practice Direction 2 regarding the 

‘Preparation and Amendment of Designated Instruments’ for the proposal to initiate a Code 

Amendment at Mill Road and Heaslip Road, Waterloo Corner. 

The proposal seeks to amend the Code the rezone 63.5 hectares consisting of 10 

contiguous allotments along Heaslip Road and Mill Road, Waterloo Corner.  One of the 

allotments straddles the border of the Cities of Playford and Salisbury.  In any case, roads 

and stormwater drainage in the area, as well as further Private Code Amendments located 

nearby are interdependent between the two Council areas and State infrastructure networks. 

The proponent has had preliminary consultation with both the City of Playford and the City of 

Salisbury regarding the proposed Mill Road, Waterloo Corner Code Amendment to rezone 

63.5 hectares of Rural Horticulture Zone and Rural Zone to Strategic Employment Zone. 

The new Strategic Employment Zoning will facilitate a range of employment generating 

activities including industrial, logistical, warehousing, storage, research, training, and 

compatible business activities.  The proposed zoning is consistent with the intent for the 

Greater Edinburgh Parks which has been identified in the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide 

as ‘New Strategic Employment Lands’. 



 
playford.sa.gov.au/stayconnected 
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The proposed Code Amendment fits within the strategic vision for the broader regional area 

for rezoning to employment land uses within the Greater Edinburgh Parks in the Cities of 

Playford and Salisbury.  Investigations and infrastructure considerations require a regional 

strategic approach requiring co-ordination between the proponent and both the Cities of 

Playford and Salisbury as well as relevant State entities. 

Council supports the proposed Code amendment in line with the following provisions and 

principles: 

Investigations 

1. The proponent is to conduct agreed investigations to the satisfaction of Council to 

support the progression of the Code Amendment and the identification of required 

infrastructure upgrades, development of concepts, and associated costings. 

Stormwater 

1. Ensure the provision of trunk stormwater corridor(s) to facilitate stormwater 

management.  The corridor(s) is to be recognised spatially in the Planning and Design 

Code. 

2. Upfront agreement is required for stormwater to traverse the alignment of the trunk 

corridor(s).  This seeks to prevent the hold up of upstream development. 

3. The trunk stormwater corridor will inform sequencing of development, but development 

can occur through on-site stormwater management before the full construction of the full 

outfall drain, where the risk can be managed and subject to agreement with Council. 

4. Onsite stormwater infrastructure for respective precincts will be managed through 

stormwater management principles via the Planning and Design Code.  Policy level 

solution. i.e. provision of run-off co-efficient. 

5. Specific stormwater infrastructure for respective developments can be provided at the 

development assessment stage.  This provides applicants some flexibility for solutions. 

Local Roads 

1. Existing local roads that need upgrading will be identified at the Code Amendment stage.  

Proponents are to collectively construct required upgrades upfront to ensure their 

development is serviced appropriately e.g. including the nearest arterial junction(s) to 

accommodate expected traffic inclusive of property frontages. 

2. Local road intersection treatments will need to be identified at the Code Amendment 

stage with upfront delivery at a precinct level. 
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3. New internal roads are to be provided as part of normal development assessment 

process. 

State Roads 

1. The arterial road network and state road requirements need to be identified and agreed 

with the Department for Infrastructure and Transport. 

2. Future widening for state roads need to be identified as part of the Code Amendment 

and provided through the road widening overlay. 

Water and Sewer Provision 

1. Water and sewerage are to be provided to the precincts, to ensure maximum 

development outcomes. 

Funding 

1. The Council will seek to ensure an equitable sharing of costs to facilitate orderly 

development outcomes. 

2. It is the Councils preference is that infrastructure is constructed as part of the 

development, secured through Infrastructure Agreements. 

3. Where not constructed as part of the development, local infrastructure costs will be 

recouped through Council Infrastructure Agreements and/or Deeds.  An Infrastructure 

Scheme may form a longer-term solution. 

4. Funding agreements need to be in place at the time the Code Amendment proceeds to 

community consultation and executed prior to rezoning. 

Other infrastructure 

The full infrastructure requirements should be investigated for the precinct, including:  

• Telecommunications 

• Electricity supply 

• Gas supply 

The proponents have indicated their willingness to agree to an Infrastructure Funding Deed. 

Subject to the provisions and principles outlined above, the City of Playford has no objection 

to the proposed Code Amendment to proceed to Initiation.  Council’s position will be 

informed by the final proposed Code Amendment when it is released for consultation. 



playford.sa.gov.au/stayconnected
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Please contact Mr. Leif Burdon on either  if you 

have any queries. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sam Green 

Chief Executive Officer 

cc. Mr Chris Vounasis, Future Urban via email chris@futureurban.com.au
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Belinda Monier 

Future Urban 

Level 1 

74 Pirie Street 

ADELAIDE SA 5000  

 

 

 

EMAIL: belinda@futureurban.com.au 

 

Dear Ms Monier 

 

RE: PROPOSED CODE AMENDMENTS IN THE GREATER EDINBURGH PARKS 

AREA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA  

 

I am writing in relation to your email dated 18 July 2023 referring to the abovementioned matter 

to the Department of Defence (Defence) for comment. Defence understands Future Urban is 

proposing to initiate an amendment to the Planning and Design Code (the Code 

Amendment) as it relates to two areas in the greater Edinburgh Parks area.  The sites include 

land located between Mill Road, Heaslip Road and Greyhound Road in Waterloo Corner, and 

Penfield Road, Ranger Road, Pellew Road, Penfield. The Code Amendment proposes to rezone 

the subject areas from Rural Horticulture Zone to the Strategic Employment Zone to facilitate 

warehousing, logistics and distribution related land uses. 

 

Defence is concerned that development on the subject sites could impact on the safety of 

operations at RAAF Base Edinburgh. Defence is seeking to ensure the long-term viability of 

RAAF Base Edinburgh is not compromised by inappropriate development on surrounding land, 

as this could affect Australia’s Defence capability. Please note that detailed analysis on the 

potential impact on flying operations would need to be undertaken and this analysis would need 

to be based on detailed plans and designs regarding the proposed development. 

 

On this basis, Defence would like to make the following preliminary comments. 

 

Due to the location of the proposed sites, Defence must ensure that the subsequent development 

of these sites do not pose a hazard with regard to building height, potential to create windshear 

for landing and departing aircraft, and various airfield related constraints regarding aircraft 

noise, extraneous lighting and glare, bird strike and protection of navigational aids. 
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Defending Australia and its National Interests 
 

Defence (Aviation Area) Regulations  

Under the Defence (Aviation Area) (DAA) Regulations, the subject site is constrained by 

building height controls that protect airspace near RAAF Base Edinburgh to ensure the safety 

of aircraft on approach, departure and low-flying manoeuvres. The DAA requires Defence 

approval of any structure that may pose a hazard to military aviation within a radius of 

approximately 15km of RAAF Base Edinburgh. This includes vegetation and man-made 

structures including temporary structures such as cranes.  

 

The DAA constraint for the subject site is in both “Structures higher than 15m and 90m require 

approval". The structure height refers to height above natural ground level. If the proposed 

warehouse will therefore infringe the building height restriction applicable to the subject site 

and the proponent is required to seek Defence approval under the DAA. Any cranes used during 

construction will also need approval under the DAA. Please note that DAA approval is separate 

to any approval that may be obtained under South Australian Planning Legislation.  

 

Additional detail on the DAA process can be found at: 

 

https://www.defence.gov.au/about/locations-property/defence-aviation-areas-regulation  

 

Building Generated Windshear and Turbulence  

Defence is concerned about Building Generated Windshear and Turbulence that could impact 

on flying operations due to the construction of buildings near and along the extended centreline 

of the runway of RAAF Edinburgh, the subject site is in close proximity to the extended 

centreline.  The National Airports Safeguarding Framework Guideline B: 'Managing the Risk 

of Building Generated Windshear and Turbulence at Airports' provides appropriate guidelines 

that recognise the need to protect aircraft at take-off and landing from windshear and air 

turbulence associated with building design and mass. The Guidelines are designed to assist land 

use planners in their planning and development process to manage the risk of building induced 

wake effects at airports. The Guidelines provides key criteria for building that could pose a 

safety risk on aircraft, including buildings that are located 1200m or closer perpendicular to the 

runway centreline.  

 

Defence supports the intent of the NASAG Guidelines on windshear. I also note that the need 

to consider windshear has been included in the Building Near Airfields overlay module within 

the recently introduced SA Planning and Design Code. As such, the building would need to be 

assessed for possible building generated windshear and turbulence and an appropriate Building 

Generated Windshear and Turbulence assessment report be provided as part of any DAA 

application. This report would need to be prepared by a qualified wind engineer or other suitably 

qualified wind professional and be provided to satisfy the issuing authority and Department of 

Defence (and Civil Aviation Safety Authority if their advice is sought) that the development is 

acceptable. 

 

Extraneous Lighting and Glare  

Outdoor lighting situated within 6.0 km of an airfield has the potential to be confusing for pilots 

due to similarities with approach or runway lighting; can impede a pilot’s ability to see; and 

can affect visibility from the Air Traffic Control tower due to brightness or glare. The proposed 

development is located within 6km of the airfield at RAAF Base Edinburgh. Defence has 

adopted the National Airports Safeguarding Framework (NASF) Guideline E: ‘Managing the 

Risk of Distractions to Pilots from Lighting in the Vicinity of Airports’ guidelines for 

extraneous lighting near its airfields. To mitigate potential safety issues, Defence recommends 
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that any future development of the land complies with the extraneous lighting controls detailed 

in NASF Guideline E.  

 

In particular, outdoor luminaries with no upward light component (e.g. “aero-screen” type 

fittings) should be used for any outdoor lighting to minimise potential conflict with aircraft 

operations. Defence notes that lighting design is a developer responsibility.  

 

Glare from reflective surfaces can also affect pilots’ vision during daylight hours. Defence 

suggests that any future developments are to be comprised of non-reflective building materials. 

If it is later found that lights or glare endangers the safety of aircraft operations, Defence may 

require the lighting to be extinguished or suitably modified.  

 

Bird Strike  

The subject site is located in an area mapped by Defence as “Birdstrike Group A”. In this area 

certain land uses that have the potential to attract wildlife should be avoided as they will 

potentially increase the risk for bird strike for aircraft operating out of RAAF Base Edinburgh. 

Organic waste and/or storage of commercial bins associated with the proposed development 

might be attractive to vermin and/or birds and will potentially increase the risk of bird strike for 

aircraft operating from RAAF Base Edinburgh. Defence requests that an appropriate measures 

for the management of organic waste (such as a maximum storage onsite and the use of 

covered/enclosed bins) be included in any approval request.  

 

Aircraft Noise  

The subject site is partly located within the 20-25 Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) 

contours of RAAF Base Edinburgh.   

 

Defence acknowledges that the subject site is located within an established area subject to 

ANEF contours, however Defence seeks to highlight that this proposal will result in the 

continued intensification of sensitive land uses in an area, which is subject to very high levels 

of aircraft noise. While Defence is conscious of the noise generated by its activities and makes 

every effort to minimise community aircraft noise exposure, Defence cannot readily modify its 

activities due to the establishment or intensification of noise-sensitive developments in close 

proximity to RAAF Base Edinburgh. Defence’s requirements to conduct a broad range of flying 

scenarios, both day and night, means current noise mitigation measures may require adaption 

to meet future training requirements. Defence will not accept any liability based on aircraft 

noise.  

 

Notwithstanding the above advice, if the approval authority determines that the proposal 

warrants approval, Defence recommends a condition of consent to ensure the development is 

constructed in compliance with the indoor design sound levels for determination of aircraft 

noise reduction as outlined in AS2021-2015 Acoustics – Aircraft noise intrusion – Building 

Siting and Construction. 

 

 

Navigational, Communication and flight procedures  

Defence will need to assess any proposal for any impact on Defence navigational aids, Air 

Traffic Control communications and radar operations and any impact on Instrument Flight Rule 

(IFR) procedures. 
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Should you wish to discuss the content of this advice further, my point of contact is Ben McLean 

at   
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Tim Hogan 

Acting Director Land Planning & Regulation 

Department of Defence 

 

 

 

31 October 2023 
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From: Taylor EO <Taylor@parliament.sa.gov.au>
Sent: Tuesday, 14 November 2023 11:13 AM
To: Belinda Monier
Subject: Proposed Code Amendments within the seat of Taylor

Good morning, 

The Member for Taylor is unable to provide any feedback in rela on to the code amendment proposal at this me, 
no ng he may be the decision maker in any future code amendment applica on in his capacity as Minister for Planning. 

Kind regards 

This email is confidential and may be privileged. If you have received this email by mistake: (1) please notify me immediately and delete the email; 
(2) you must not use this email or its contents; and (3) client legal privilege is not waived.
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23-0013 GREATER EDINBURGH PARKS  
TRANSPORT STRATEGY 
PRELIMINARY TRAFFIC INVESTIGATION SUMMARY 

This assessment relates to a review of the significant access and road hierarchy structure 
which will be required to support future development of land in the area identified as 
Greater Edinburgh Parks. The role of this assessment is to initiate a collective 
appreciation of road infrastructure requirements for the development of Greater 

Edinburgh Parks. This assessment was undertaken with a view to informing the basis of 
transport planning of infrastructure requirements needed to progress the development. 
 
Greater Edinburgh Parks includes land within the municipalities of both the City of 
Playford and the City of Salisbury. Both Councils have separately commissioned traffic 
studies to identify the potential traffic implications associated with the development of 
areas adjacent to Greater Edinburgh Parks with a view to identifying potential 
infrastructure upgrades.  
 
This assessment summarises the preliminary traffic investigations undertaken to 
identify key access and infrastructure requirements in order to identify the basis for the 
road hierarchy to inform a holistic traffic strategy for Greater Edinburgh Parks. In 

particular, this relates to access opportunities from the encompassing arterial road 
network and key linkages required. 
 
The assessment has not included a peer review of the earlier studies. However, the 

outcomes of these investigations have been adopted to inform the access principles 
considered in this summary. Variations to potential infrastructure requirements 
included in earlier reports have been considered in some cases where the amalgamation 
of the assessments has identified modifications which could improve the holistic 
outcome.   

1 STUDY AREA 

The study area is bound by the Northern Expressway to the north, North-South 

connector to the west and the Edinburgh RAAF Base/Existing developed land to the 
south-east. Figure 1 identifies the study area, including the key roads and intersections 
within the road network.  
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Figure 1: Study Area 

Figure 2 is an illustration of the existing and forecast (MASTEM 2041) traffic volumes on 
the road network.  
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Figure 2: Existing and forecast (2041) traffic volumes (Source: DIT and Tonkin Report 2021) 

The above information identifies that there is an anticipated growth in traffic volume on 
roads, although the following aspects of this forecast warrant further clarification: 
 
• the extent of growth areas which were incorporated into the forecast analysis, 

including any of the subject land; 

• whether the Tactical Adelaide Model has also been used to predict forecast models 
and if so, how these varied when compared to the MASTEM output; and 

• the forecast balance of volumes between the Northern Expressway and Port 
Wakefield Road. 
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2 TRAFFIC ANALYSIS 

2.1 PREVIOUS STUDIES 

The following studies recently commissioned impact the subject area:  
 
• a transport study titled Strategic Growth Framework Transport Investigations 

Waterloo Corner & Bolivar dated 16 June 2022 prepared by CIRQA, which 
incorporated, amongst a broader study area, the portion of land in the subject area 
that is located within the City of Salisbury. This study based forecast traffic volumes 
on potential land use information and the application of associated traffic 
generation rates, resulting in an anticipated traffic generation of approximately 

37,000 vehicles per day (vpd). This equates to an average rate of 10.6 trips/100m2 
per day; and  

• a transport study titled Greater Edinburgh Parks Transport and Access Strategy 
dated 05 July 2021 prepared by Tonkin Consulting which incorporated the balance 
of the land within the subject area which is located in the City of Playford. This study 
adopted an alternative methodology when forecasting traffic volumes in that it 
identified a potential developable area and applied the Business Park traffic 
generation rate identified in the RMS Guide. The rate of 1.89 trips/100 m2 per day 
considered in the assessment was the minimum identified in the RMS Guide (rather 
than the average), and identified a traffic generation of approximately 133,000 vpd.  

 

While the above methodologies are both applicable when forecasting traffic volumes, 
they have resulted in a reasonably large discrepancy in anticipated forecast traffic 
generation rates. This could be due to higher generation anticipated land uses identified 
in the City of Salisbury Area, but equally, the adoption of the low case generation rate 
in the report prepared for the City of Playford.  

2.2 MFY ANALYSIS 

A high level review of anticipated traffic generation has been completed to enable the 
primary access routes for areas in both municipalities to be assessed based on 
comparable generation rates. This assessment has adopted the average generation rate 
identified in the RMS Guide of 4.6 trips per 100 m2. A developable area of 3,920,000 m2 
has been considered resulting in a total trip generation in the order of 180,000 vehicles 

per day.   

2.3 FORECAST VOLUMES 

The assessments in both the previous studies and the MFY comparative review all 
confirm that there are large forecast volumes associated with future development of 
Greater Edinburgh Parks. All studies also identify a requirement for infrastructure 
upgrades to accommodate the anticipated generation. 
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The traffic volumes will need to be distributed to ensure that the volumes are balanced 
between the proposed infrastructure solutions and not concentrated at one location 
such that large volumes will be difficult to manage. For the purpose of this assessment, 
it is considered that limiting the volume on any one route to the order of 40,000 vpd is 
desirable to understand the extent of major infrastructure links required to service the 
future development area. 
 
Figure 3 illustrates the forecast volumes associated with complete development of the 
subject area, having regard to the distribution anticipated in the previous studies and 
the above criteria. 
 

 
Figure 3: Forecast Volumes of Developed Subject Site 

The above forecast volumes will potentially be influenced when further details in 
relation to the 2041 forecast data are provided. Although, the magnitude of the growth 

in traffic is significant regardless, and will, therefore, warrant substantial infrastructure 
improvements to manage forecast traffic volumes. In this regard, it is not anticipated 
that the 2041 data will significantly influence the ultimate requirement for 
infrastructure at this preliminary planning level, and can be incorporated into more 
detailed assessments required to inform the infrastructure trigger points. 

2.4 INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS 

The previous reports prepared for the City of Salisbury and the City of Playford identified 
the following anticipated infrastructure requirements for the subject area: 
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• signalisation of the Dunn Road/Greyhound Road intersection with Port Wakefield 

Road; 

• duplication of Heaslip Road; 

• realignment of Mill Road to align with Edinburgh Road (and associated intersection 
treatment); and 

• upgrade of Greyhound Road. 

The above infrastructure improvements, however, will not satisfy the future transport 
network requirements should the majority of the land be developed. While these 
treatments appear logical in respect to catering for initial growth, it is important that 

the area is planned to enable logical future progression of development areas while not 
precluding any specific land holding from initiating development at any given time. 
 
In this regard, consideration should be given to identifying infrastructure improvements 
which can be progressed to satisfy traffic growth as needed. Figure 4 illustrates a 
possible outcome for transport requirements for Greater Edinburgh Parks. 
 

 
Figure 4: Potential Infrastructure Treatments 
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The above figure illustrates the following potential infrastructure requirements: 
 
• signalisation of Greyhound Road and Port Wakefield Road; 

• signalisation of Port Wakefield Road with an access road to the west; 

• realignment of Mill Road to connect to Edinburgh Road and associated intersection 
improvements; 

• duplication of Heaslip Road; 

• duplication of Greyhound Road; and 

• construction of a full interchange of Penfield Road with the Northern Expressway. 

The potential to create an additional railway crossing (bridge) to improve traffic 
distribution may also be warranted, albeit the costs and complexity associated with such 
a solution, particularly given the potential intermodal site, may result in Greater 
Edinburgh Parks being considered as independent areas east and west of the railway 
corridor, in relation to access requirements. 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 7: TIMETABLE FOR CODE AMENDMENT BY PROPONENT 

 

 

 

 

 

  








